Warning: Obama is Hazardous To Your Health
by Chris Alexander
This warning has been the message of
this author as early as 2007, long before
Obama was ever elected. When Obama
was in the Illinois State Senate he tried
to eliminate the 10th Amendment
concerning states rights in our
Constitution. This fact was brought
forward in the books, Truth The Political
Answer Dangerous Times Ahead & Two
Truths Two Justices.
It is this author’s belief, based on the
character of Obama, that he studied our
Constitution endeavoring to find ways to
destroy this document. This is the hope
he had for the change he wanted to
fundamentally change The United States of America. The help he has enlisted is
well known with the help of ever left wing miscreant, Groups like ACORN, Tide
Foundation, Tide Centers, The Heinz Foundation, Woods Fund, Equal Justice
Works, Heinz Endowment, Carnegie Foundation, Bullet, & many others. The
expanded list is available in Truth The Political Answer Dangerous Times Ahead.
Considering Obama’s background, personal friends, political miscreants, ideology,
speeches, policies, & his many attempts to destroy our economy, it is evident as to
his agenda up to the year 2020. The destruction of America, Christianity, Israel, &
family values are in the cross hairs of his ideology. He doesn’t believe all of the stuff
he is saying to the American public! He wants us to believe it, but due to his Muslim
faith it is OK to lie to the infidel!
He will continue to be more dictatorial as he nears 2016. Looking at ObamaCAIR it
should be remembered what he said on June 3, 2009, while visiting King Abdullah
bin Abdullah Aziz Al Saud. He said that he needed to take care of the medical
situation in America, ObamaCare, and then he will show the Muslim world
community what he will do with Israel. This author knows what will happen & is
waiting for the other shoe to fall.
Does the American public fully understand ObamaCAIR?

There are many problems that the public is seeing presently. This is just a warm up
to the eventual massive disapproval waiting in the future. The public should be
aware that Obama exempted ALL Muslims from this so-called health plan. The
reason for their exemption is that they consider insurance as gambling. If we look at
Shariah Financing & analyze the contracts (Wakaful / Takaful / Mudharabah) it will
be apparent that there is more gambling & risk than ObamaCAIR. This being the
case we discover the great amount of HYPOCRISY in that thinking & the actions of
Obama.
When we examine the individual mandates of ObamaCAIR sections 7201 & 7203, it
takes on a dictatorial meaning. If people do not purchase the healthcare that the
government tells you to buy, you could be fined and go to prison. Sound
farfetched? You only need to look as far as Sections 7201 and 7203. Section 7201
states that it would be a felony, under a willful evasion clause, not to purchase the
insurance. The punitive part of this is punishable by a fine of up to $250,000 and/or
imprisonment of up to five years. The absolute intrusion into our private lives by this
administration doesn’t end with these individual mandates.
Obama will probably want to attach your savings & checking accounts if there is any
resistance to the purchase of this unconstitutional insurance. Also Obama will place
a lien on our homes through the IRS (Internal Retaliation System) & violate trust
accounts to obtain the funds he wants unless ObamaCAIR can be defunded in some
way. Section 7203, is classified as a misdemeanor. The failure to pay the fine of 2.5
percent of a person’s household income is punishable by a fine of up to $25,000
and/or imprisonment of up to one year. All of this was determined by the Congress
under the leadership of Obama, Pelosi, Reid, etc. This directive was given to the
Joint Committee on Taxation.
Reagan had very definite ideas on Socialized medicine. Make no mistake about it;
ObamaCAIR is Socialism, but not relating to healthcare. This will be explained at a
later point in this article. Reagan said that healthcare is the “JEWEL” of Socialism!
This is relating to control of the masses.
Other areas of dictatorial actions have been witnessed by Obama taking over areas
of the private sector. Obama also tried to dictate the amount of revenue a
CEO could receive in salary & bonus. It is the opinion of this author through many
hours of research that insurance companies & ObamaCAIR are using healthcare to
cover the real purpose.
Humana Insurance is using Censeo for this purpose of going into peoples homes for
evaluating clients. They take blood pressure readings, ask a variety of questions,
and measure other medical areas. This is very questionable, because the primary
doctors have all this information.

Looking into Censeo we find that Censeo Consulting Group, Inc. provides
supply chain management services to commercial enterprises and the federal
government in the District of Columbia. Censeo is run by Kareem El-Alaily as one of
the principals. Mercer bought out Censeo. Mercer is in 40 counties including Saudi
Arabia, Indonesia, India, North Korea, etc. Censeo was bought out by Mercer. The
CEO & president of Mercer is Juio Portalian, formerly a Senior executive at
American International Group Inc., and various AIG units. AIG shares the views of
Shariah Law! Juio Portalian is the president and CEO of Mercer L.L.C., & the
Mercer parent company Marsh & McLennan Companies. Marsh & McLennan are
also affiliated with The Oliver Wyman Group, Lippincott, & NERA Economic
Consulting. NERA manages Energy requirements in cities & global financial matters.
NERA provides global economic advice and analysis in business, legal, and
regulatory matters, announced that Current Capital LLC Founder and Managing
Director, Jonathan F. Foster has affiliated with NERA’s Global Securities and
Finance Practice.
It is the belief of this author that ObamaCAIR was never intended for health issues,
or use in the United States alone. It is designed to create a ONE WORLD
FINANCIAL SYSTEM under the cover of healthcare. Obamacare claims that they
want to help “the children.” They always use the children as a means to “their” end.
Harry Reid made a statement about the children recently when asked about children
with cancer. He said why would we want to help them?
ObamaCAIR would make a ONE WORLD TAX available to Obama, as well as, the
Child Poverty Tax Obama wanted to initiate in 2009. One other point is the back
story to ObamaCAIR; section 2713. This is a section that allows 15 year old boys &
girls to be sterilized without their parents consent. Sterilization & abortion financing
are still in effect with our tax money, whether we approve of it, or not.
In summary, ObamaCAIR will harm our economy & the
personal lives of every American. It will end the lives of
many unnecessarily. Many doctors are retiring sooner than
they need to because of ObamaCAIR! When Hillary Clinton
runs for office in 2016, these policies of Obama will continue
& only get worse. America, wake up! We The People need
to elect those that believe in The Constitution & our founding
principles.
Not only is Obama hazardous to your health, but to the
health of this Nation!
ObamaCAIR increased to 20000 pages, taller than the average NBA player.
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